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Remarks on factorizable groups. 
By NOBORU I T 6 in Nagoya (Japan). 
Recently J. SZÉP.1) obtained some results on factorizable groups. His 
results permit a slight and easily provable generalization which we wish to 
remark in this note. 
. (1) Let © be a factorizable group such that 
© = ©•91 
where © is nilpotent and 3t abelian. Then © is solvable. 
P r o o f . An induction argument can be used with respect to the order 
of ©; thus we may assume that every proper factor group, of © is solvable, 
and we have only to prove the existence of a solvable normal subgroup of ©. 
We can suppose that © is a maximal subgroup of ©. In fact, if a proper 
subgroup § of © contains © properly, £ = © - 9 I n £ . Therefore ^ is solvable 
by our induction hypothesis. Further £ contains a normal subgroup 91 of 
which is seen by a result of J. S Z É P and L. RÉDEI2) . Since 4? is solvable 
and ÍQZ3% 9? is solvable. Then @ is solvable. 
Further we san suppose that <5 and 21 have relatively prime orders. 
In fact, if p is a common prime factor of the order of © and that of 91, we 
consider any p-Sylow subgroup <SP of ©. Let S-i4=j=e be an element of the 
center of ©p, S and A being elements of © and 91 respectively, and let P 
be any element of the center of a p-Sylow subgroup of © which is contained 
in ©, . Then P-1S A-P=S P-1A.P = S A, whence P".A-P=A. 
Therefore if A^=e, the centralizer,3(P) of P in © contains S properly. Since 
© is maximal, 3 ( ^ ) = © and {P} is an abelian normal subgroup of ©. 
Then © is solvable. If A—e, the centralizer 3 ( S ) o í S in' ® contains © 
properly. Since © is maximal, 3 ( 5 ) = © and {5} is an abelian normal sub-
group of ©. Then © is solvable. 
Let p be a prime factor of the order of 5. Then we can suppose that 
© has no /7-normality in the sense Of O. GRÜN8). In fact, if © i s p-normal, 
then, by a theorem of 0 . G R O N , the p-factor commutator subgroup of © is 
isomorphic to that of the normalizer ^ ( © ( © J ) of the center 6(©„) of a 
p-Sylow subgroup of ©. Since 3 l ( e ( © p ) ) 3 © and © is maximal, 9 l ( 6 ( S p ) ) = © 
or = © . If 9i(6(©1,)) = ©, 6(©p) is an abelian normal subgroup of © and © is 
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solvable. If 3J(G(©P)) = CS, then 3i(6(©p))=j=3J(6(©p))' (p), where 3Î(6(©„))' (p) 
is the p-com mutator subgroup of 3 i (6(S p ) ) . Therefore ®=j=@'(P). where @'(p) 
is the p-commutator subgroup of Since ©'(p)r>9l, ®'(p) = (®'(p)n<S) '-% 
and therefore @'(p) solvable by induction hypothesis. Hence © is solvable. 
Last we can suppose that ,© = ©^ is a p-group; In fact, since © is 
not p-normal, 6(© p) is contained in at least two distinct p-Sylow subgroups 
of © one of which may be ©p itself Therefore ©(©;,) is contained in at least 
two distinct conjugate subgroups of © in © one of which may be S itself. 
Let ©^ be the other subgroup, where A is an element of 91. Since 3i(6(Sp))=D© 
and © is maximal, 3Ï(6(©P)) = © or = © If •31(61©,)) = ©,' then 6 ( S P ) 
is an abelian normal subgroup of © and © is solvable.'If 3i(6(©p)) ±= ©, 
then £„(©) = §£(©), since 31(6(©P)) o £ p ( © ) and 31.(6 (© p ) )=>^(©), where 
£„(©) is the p-Sylow complement of ©, and since © is nilpotent. Then the 
normalizer3î (&„(©)) Of £„(©) contains © properly and coincides with ©. 
Then £„(©) is a nilpotent normal subgroup of ® and © is solvable. 
Then,-by a theorem of W. BURNSIDE4), © is not simple. Let 3Î be a 
proper normal subgroup of © distinct from {e}. If ©-91=1=©, then <5-91 = 
= ©-(9In©-3t) and ©-91 is solvable by induction hypothesis. Therefore 3Ï 
is a solvable normal subgroup of © and © is , solvable. If ©-31 = ©, then 
the index of 31 in © j s a power of p and. 31 contains 91. Then 3l = (3în©)-91 
and 3Î is solvable by induction hypothesis. Therefore 3Î is a solvable normal 
subgroup of ©, whence © is solvable, q. e. d. 
(II) Let © be a factorizable group such that 
where © is nilpotent and $ is a p-group. Then © is solvable. 
P r o o f . The induction argument can be used with respect to the order 
of ©; thus we may assume that every proper factor group of © is solvable, 
and we have only to prove the existence of a solvable normal subgroup of ©. 
By a theorem of W. BURNSIDE, © is not simple.. Let 31 be a proper 
normal subgroup of © distinct from {<?}. If $ . 31=}=©, then $. 31 = OP • 3Î n ©) • ^ 
and is solvable by induction hypothesis. Therefore 31 is a solvable 
normal subgroup of © and © is solvable. If $ . 3 Î = ©, then the index of 31 
in © is a power of p. Let £„(©) be a /7-Sylow complement of ©. Then 
3Ï.== &,(©) ••6,(91) where 6,(3i) is a p-Sylow subgroup of 31 and 31 is solvable 
by our induction hypothesis. Therefore 31 is a solvable normal subgroup of 
© and © is solvable, q. e. d. 
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